Occupational Therapist Assistant – Pediatrics – 2 openings; 1st is open immediately, and the 2nd open in a couple months

Multiple Metro Locations
Wonderful Mentorship
Accepting new graduates seeking Pediatrics

A growing clinic, with a long waiting list of at least 50 patients, is seeking a COTA to work strictly pediatrics in the outpatient setting.

The clinic: Work with a Pediatric OT who is very friendly, outgoing, and loves her job. The Mentorship here is very supportive and thorough.
This is a very progressive clinic with all electronic records (paperless). No double booking of patients, and all patients are seen individually with set appointments. The environment of the clinic is a very close knit group that really supports each other. In addition, management is very flexible with employees when time is needed off for personal commitments you may have.

You will be mentored by the very best for pediatrics! We develop a strong bond with our kids; they are repeat patients that stay with us for a long time.

Patient ages: Most are 2 to 8 years old.
Diagnosis: Autism, Downs, Implants, Lack of Coordination, Developmental Delays.
Schedule: M-F, 9am-6pm
Salary: $36,000 for a new grad…and goes up with experience
Benefits package with medical health/dental/vision and 401K match – Also provide free Spanish lessons if you want…these are by choice if you seek to become bilingual.

Requirements:
Graduate of a Certified Occupational Therapy Assistant School
New Grads are welcome!
Very supportive mentorship from a Pediatric OT
If you are bilingual (Spanish / English), it is a plus, NOT a requirement

Please email your resume to patty@clinipost.com or call Patty at 972-361-8094
Occupational Therapist Assistant – Inpatient Rehab – more than 1 opening for this newly renovated facility; start dates are in July/August – 2 months of supportive mentorship.

*This job is in an outstanding SW metro location with a strong economy*

*The Inpatient Rehab is about 15 beds and is on a floor of an Acute Care Hospital*

*Newly Remodeled/Renovated; a very progressive setting*

*Electronic documentation*

*Enjoy the amenities of working in a large acute hospital, and specializing in Inpatient Rehab*

*Multidisciplinary Teams*

- Job Type: Permanent
- Inpatient Rehab Unit which offers therapy for post-acute setting.
- Patient stay averages 10-13 days; with >80% returning home
- Multidisciplinary teams of Occupational, Physical and Speech Therapy
- Also on site are the Rehab Nurses, Medical Doctor, Case Manager and Social Worker
- A facility which offers private and semi-private rooms, gym, dining room, kitchen, small apartment…which allows patients an area to practice their daily living activities improving their skills
- Patient Diagnosis consist of: Balance/Coordination problems, swallowing difficulty, moving difficulty, eating / grooming / dressing / homemaking challenges, plus memory difficulties and speech problems

**Salary = $18/hr - $28.17/hr**

**Relocation/Bonus Package**

**Benefits package** is exceptional …this is a large health system that takes pride in the way they take care of their employees

**Location:** Upbeat Southwest metro setting. Warm climate and warm natured people. An area committed to progress with many influential companies located here. Increasing popular destination to live; plenty of outdoor recreation, many cultural activities, theater, concerts, fine arts, great gourmet cuisine with a lot of variety, temperate climate, tennis, golf, community athletics. Solid public education system and many independent schools also.

*Please email your resume to patty@clinipost.com or call Patty at 972-361-8094*